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Mills – Journey to be Best for the World 

 

Our Story 

Mills Office Productivity is a local, family owned and operated supplier of stationery, technology products, 

furniture, printing services and education products.  Mills’ experience in the office supply industry dates back 

to 1949. Founder Don Mills set out from his parents home at the age of 19 to become the youngest person in 

Canada to establish a commercial stationery company. The company was Mills Printing Stationery Co. and 

today, as Mills, it continues to be a visionary family business thriving as one of the largest office supply 

providers in British Columbia. Brad and Blair Mills have carried on their father’s legacy of care and  

determination while executing a vision of commitment to social and environmental responsibility.  

 

Values 

Mills Office Productivity believes that businesses are responsible for achieving good environmental practices 

and operating in a sustainable manner.  We are a Climate Smart Certified Business and an active member of the 

B Corporation Community in Canada. As a Certified B Corporation, Mills takes in account the welfare of our 

employees, the community and the environmental impact in every business decision we make. We are 

committed to reducing our environmental impact and constantly improving our environmental performance as 

an integral and fundamental part of our business strategy and operating methods. As a leader in corporate 

social responsibility and customer care, we deliver outstanding service and the highest quality of office 

products with ethics and integrity every time. As a company we stand by the following Core Values:  

 

Integrity: Our word is our word – we commit to providing a consistent, outstanding quality of 

service and products so with each dollar spent our customers needs are met.  

 

  

Loyalty:  Our customers and community come first – we commit to honouring and supporting 

our customers, our local community, and BC and Canada based businesses. 

 

  

Responsibility:  Our belief is doing the right thing – we commit to working hard for positive 

financial results, being accountable to our customers and employees while contributing to the 

community and the planet in a positive way. 

 

At Mills, we strive to provide competitive service and products that not only satisfy our customers but improve 

our community and the environment. We want to create a work environment that encourages a shared 

commitment to our people, the planet and profit. 
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Community Commitment 

 
H.A.V.E. Café 

Mills strongly believes in giving people opportunities that may have not been otherwise extended to them. In a 

joint effort with other business associates, Brad Mills, CEO led an effort in 2007 to create H.A.V.E. Café, a social 

enterprise operating as a culinary training society and a restaurant in the Downtown Eastside.  

 

H.A.V.E. provides occupational and life skills training to residents of the 

community that have been excluded from work due to poverty, homelessness, 

addiction, or mental and physical disabilities. In addition to occupational training, 

students in the eight week program receive meals, Food Safe Certification and 

employment counselling as support to successfully transition into the local 

workforce. H.A.V.E. restores hope by giving respect, nurturing self-confidence, 

granting trust, and creating opportunity. To date over 1000+ students have 

graduated from the program, with nearly 80% successfully finding employment.  
 

Below is one of the many success stories: 

Aileen went to jail for the first time at the age of 13. By the time she was 15 she was serving a life sentence. 

Once released, she came to HAVE at age 26 where she learned the skills to overcome her past. Today she is 

clean and sober and has completed her degree in Native Studies so she can give back to young First Nations 

women like herself.  

 

Mills donates significant funds, time, services, marketing and fundraising support to ensure HAVE Café 

continues to help those who need it most.  For example, Brad Mills serves as chair on the board of directors for 

the café, a role he has held since its inception.  In this capacity he provides his business expertise and support 

to the organization.  The company engages its customers and employees to support the café’s fund-raising 

efforts and hires the café to provide catering services onsite at staff and marketing events and functions.  Mills 

also requires vendors to use the café’s services when hosting marketing events at our head office. 

  

 

Dress for Success 

Mills has been an active supporter of Dress for Success for over 13 years. Dress for 

Success Vancouver is a local not-for-profit affiliate of Dress for Success Worldwide that 

provides disadvantaged women with professional attire, confidence, career development and 

a network of support when entering the workforce to help them thrive in work and life.  
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Clients come to Dress for Success from non-profit organizations, homeless shelters, domestic violence agencies 

and job training organizations. 100% of their clients live below the poverty line and more than 70% are single 

mothers. Mills supports this organization because of its efficient management of resources and its tremendous 

success rate to help women better their situation. Through Mills support, Dress for Success has put over 100 

women through their three programs. Mills contributes to Dress for Success in the following ways:  Provides 

office supplies and printing services along with an annual sponsorship ($25,000 and Mills provides marketing 

support for their fundraising campaigns.  

 

 

LOCO BC 

Mills is a founding member and sponsor of LOCO BC, a non-profit local business alliance working to strengthen 

communities, grow the local economy and build strong, sustainable businesses by encouraging a shift in local 

purchasing by consumers, businesses and institutions/government. 

 

Being a local company, Mills understands the economic, environmental and social value in 

supporting local companies and suppliers. Mills purchasing policy is to source local 

products first and foremost and considers where the product is manufactured and 

distributed. Mills takes an active role in furthering LOCO’s mission and donates funds to 

help awareness campaigns for the public and businesses alike, for example, “Buy Local 

Campaign”. Mills values its position in the community as a leader and through LOCO actively 

works with other businesses sharing ideas on how to expand the community.  

 

Greater Vancouver Food Bank 

 

In 2014, Mills launched a company wide volunteer program with its community partner the Greater Vancouver 

Food Bank. Mills staff and their families volunteer on a monthly basis sorting donations and creating care 

packages for those that need it most. Since Mills is very active in the B Corporation Community, Mills invites all 

its partners to participate with four B Corporations joining Mills on a regular basis.  

 

In 2015, Mills contributed 350 hours to the Vancouver Food Bank and was the 3rd highest volunteer group 

behind Telus and BCLC. In 2017, Mills launched a new campaign where $1 from every box of our 50% 

recycled paper will be donated to the Food Bank. With the Food Bank’s purchasing power they are able 

to buy 3 times the amount of food per every dollar donated.  The Greater Vancouver Food Bank programs 

are aimed at assisting the most vulnerable people in our society which includes children and low income or 

single parent families.   
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Environmental/Worker Commitment 

 

B Corporation 

In 2012, Mills became the first office supply company in Canada to become a Certified B Corporation 

(www.bcorporation.net). Certified B Corporations are a new type of corporation which uses the power of 

business to solve social and environmental problems. There over 2300 B Corporations, in 50 countries covering 

130 industries with one unifying goal to use their business as a force for good. B Lab, a nonprofit organization, 

certifies B Corporations the same way TransFair certifies Fair Trade coffee or USGBC certifies LEED buildings.  

 

B Corps, unlike traditional businesses: 

1.    Meet comprehensive and transparent social and environmental performance standards; 

2.    Meet higher legal accountability standards; 

3.    Build business constituency for public policies that support sustainable business. 

 

To become a Certified B Corporation, a company must complete a rigorous assessment that covers the 

areas of governance, community, environment and workers. Focus is given to diversity in the workforce and 

opportunities for employees, local commitment in particular suppliers and products, volunteering, % of funds 

given to charity, transparency of a company’s operations and environmental practices that extend to the 

company’s operations and the products they carry. A company must reach a minimum threshold and provide 

supporting documentation of their practices. This assessment is taken every 2 years, with a random audit to 

ensure compliance, and the threshold is raised to meet the changing environment.  

 

As a required part of the Assessment, Mills has amended our articles of incorporation to consider the interests 

of our employees, the community and the environment when making future company decisions. Mills is the 1
st

 

Office Supplier in Canada to take the steps necessary to protect these values in our governing documents.  

 

Mills has raised our overall assessment value from 81 in 2012, to 106 in 2014 and 115 in 2016. Improvements 

have been made in our employee volunteering and community investment, as well as our environmental 

initiatives focusing on our delivery fleet.  In 2014, Mills was 

given the Race to 2014 Award from Blab for increasing our 

assessment score by 25 points. In 2015, Mills was the only 

Canadian company invited to participate in the B Corp Supply 

Chain cohort with industry greats Seventh Generation and Ben 

& Jerry’s to inspire our vendors in their sustainability journeys. 

In 2017, Mills was recognized for being Best for World – 

Communities. Mills was in the top 10% of B Corps for its community practices and commitments.  
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Bullfrog Power 

Mills has made the choice to green its electricity at our Vancouver head 

office by partnering with Bullfrog Power, a fellow member of the B Corp 

community. Across Canada, Bullfrog's green electricity comes exclusively 

from regionally sourced wind and hydro facilities that have been certified 

as low impact by Environment Canada under its EcoLogoM program 

instead of from polluting sources like coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear—

or high-impact large hydro. By making the switch to green electricity Mills 

is supporting projects such as the Bear Mountain Wind Park which is the first project in BC that is delivering 

wind power to the regional electricity grid.   

 

 

Climate Smart 

Climate Smart is a social enterprise based in Vancouver, British Columbia. 

They enable organizations to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, strengthen their businesses and 

build a resilient economy. As part of the transition to a low-carbon, resilient economy, 

Climate Smart works with a wide range of businesses — across different sectors of the 

economy, geographic regions, and varying in size — to help them reduce their operational 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Mills has been Climate Smart Certified for the past 7 

years and even as Mills is growing, there has been a reduction from Mills 2012 reporting levels. For 2016, Mills 

saw a 32% decrease from 2012’s reporting levels and a 6% decrease from 2015’s GHG emissions report. This 

can be attributed to Mills dedication to greening our fleet and improving our overall delivery practices through 

programs such as Green Driver Training. 

 

 

Climate Pledge 

Mills has signed onto the Vancouver Climate Pledge and is the only office supply company in Vancouver that is 

making this commitment to the environment, along with sustainable leaders MEC, Vancity and Lush. In 2016, 

Mills worked with the VEC (Vancouver Economic 

Commission to determine its reduction goals for 

the next 2, 5 and 10 years.  Previously our stated 

targets were based on the City of Vancouver’s 

reduction goals, but we wanted to take the 

extra steps to see what was achievable for our 

business given our size and industry.  These 

goals were finalized in April 2016 with a 10% reduction set for 2018 (2 year target).   
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Green Team 

Mills established a company wide Green Team to oversee all of our environmental 

and community initiatives. The purpose of the Mills Green Team is to highlight areas 

that require improvement within the company and to ensure that employees 

understand the importance of their roles in our overall sustainability strategy. Mills 

Green Team meets on a monthly basis to discuss projects and community practices. 

Mills focus for 2017/2018 is to implement our successful practices in Vancouver with our Northern Offices and 

to work with local community partners to further the current infrastructure.  

 

Blue Box Program 

Mills commitment to the environment extends beyond our suppliers environmental practices and examines 

areas where we can improve our business practices while helping our customers meet 

their sustainability goals. The Mills Blue Box Delivery System is a program whereby goods 

are delivered in large plastic re-usable boxes once or twice a week.  The empty boxes 

remain with the customer until the next delivery date; meanwhile employees are 

welcome to fill the boxes with any recyclables they wish to dispose of (including pens, 

markers, toners, and batteries).  Upon the next delivery a Mills driver will bring another 

Mills box with office supplies and collect the old Mills box with the recyclables.  This 

system creates a closed loop delivery cycle with minimal packaging waste and a reduction 

in carbon emissions. Boxes are provided at the sole expense of Mills.  Inherent in this 

program is the move towards fewer deliveries each week, with the ultimate goal of serving each department 

once a week. Mills calculated that a reduction in deliveries from each day to once a week reduces carbon 

emissions by 0.778 tonnes of CO2 emissions per year. 

 

Sustainable Transportation 

Mills is one the first companies in Vancouver to deliver office supplies using a 

100% electric truck.  It is the first of its kind in Canada and currently operates out 

of the Vancouver warehouse and is a signficant part of the Blue Box Program.  

This truck is a purpose built commercial vehicle that is 100% emissions free, 

whisper quiet, and can hold up to a 2 tonne payload.  The electric truck has 

replaced one gas powered vehicle and it is estimated that Mills saves over 17 

tonnes of CO2 every year. Mills is the first company in Vancouver to partner with 

Shift Urban Cargo delivery, the first business of its kind in Canada, replacing 

delivery trucks and vans with a more appropriate and efficient technology for urban distribution: zero-

emissions, heavy-duty cargo trikes. Shift is founded by young entrepreneurs with a shared vision to create 

empowering green jobs, and to reduce the impact of goods movement in Vancouver. Each bicycle carries 

600lbs of product which alleviates additional deliveries in the Vancouver downtown core. 

 


